Cheung Chau Government Secondary School
Half-yearly Examination Scope 2021/2022
S5 English Language
Paper 1 Reading

Reading Comprehension (Part A)
- reading a short passage about public speaking
- test questions mainly ask for:
- word meaning
- specific / factual information and language usage
- thematic ideas
- pronoun references
- inference / implication
Words/Phrases to study:
orator (n)

ambitious (adj)

purses (n)

utter (v)

gesture (n)

constitute (v)

tone (n)

adore (v)

profusion (n)

illustration (n)

argument (n)

vigour (n)

velocity (n)

splendid (adj) deeds (n)

express (v)

panorama (n)

anticipate (v)

gilded (adj)

sincere (adj)

convince (v)

lame (adj)

impotent (adj)

variety (n)

murmurs (n)

presence (n)

pathetic (adj)

humourous (adj)

heroic (adj)

unison (v)

wit (n)

sympathy (n)

commence (v)

prelude (n)

flourish (n)

apology (n)

efflorescence (n)

pathos (n)

profound(adj)

victorious (adj)

gorgeous (adj)

aspiration (n)

alternative (adj)

Reading Comprehension (Part B1)
- reading a short passage about some tourist attractions and a short passage about instant
noodles
- test questions mainly ask for:
- word meaning
- specific / factual information and language usage
- thematic ideas
- pronoun references
- inference / implication
Words/Phrases to study:
tourist (n) attractions (n)

weirdest (adj)

chill (v)

appreciate (v)

tourist (n) spots (n)

off-the-wall (adj)

doll (n)

creepy (v)

former (adj)

legend (n)

drown (v)

discard (v)

decay (n)

limbs (n)

sever (v)

bizarre (adj)

pass away (ph v)

macabre (n)

equestrian (n)

monstrosity (n)

statue (n)

squeamish (n)

shrine (n)

goddess (n)

destined (adj)

rodent (n)

residents (n)

sacred (adj)

generosity (n)

furry (adj)

world-renowned (adj)

balcony (n)

fictional (adj)

entirely (adv)

exist (v)

destination (n)

enormous (adj)

museum (n)

be over the moon (idiom)

blow away (ph v)

exhibition (n)

intrigue (v)

specifically (adv)

peruse (v)

undoubtedly (adv)

imports (n)

wallet (n)

painstakingly (adv)

decorate (v)

ingredients (n)

snack (n)

toppings (n)

occasion (n)

offerings (n)

creations (n)

impressive (adj)

primarily (adv)

Reading Comprehension (Part B2)
- reading a short passage about a documentary film
- test questions mainly ask for:
- word meaning
- specific / factual information and language usage
- thematic ideas
- pronoun references
- inference / implication
Words/Phrases to study:
controversial (adj)

provocative (adj)

boycott (v)

criticism (n)

accuse of (ph v)

infamy (n)

brandish (v)

assault (n)

anonymous (adj)

magnificent (adj)

premise (n)

egregious (n)

slave (n)

fishing (n) fleets (n)

dire (adj)

glaring (adj)

feasible (adj)

analogous (adj)

rampant (adj)

sustainable (adj)

conspiracy (n)

multifaceted (adj)

absurd (adj)

devastating (adj)

contrived (adj)

disingenuous (adj)

revelatory (adj)

vilify (v)

gleefully (adv)

panacea (n)

insufficient (adj)

enforcement (n)

a multitude of (ph)

layperson (n)

irony (n)

hardly (adv)

Paper 2 Writing
Duration: 2 hours
Instructions
1. Answer Part A (question 1) and ONE of the questions from Part B (questions 2-5). Write
the answers to BOTH questions on the question-answer book.
2. For question 1, write about 170 words. (30 marks)
3. For questions 2-5, choose ONE question and write about 300 words. (45 marks)

Text types:
- An article
- A letter of advice
- A story
- An email

Themes:
- Restaurants
- Sports
- Time travelling
- Second-hand textbooks

Paper 3 Listening
Duration: 2 hours
Part A
- Help organize an Open Day for a company

-

venue

budget

advertise

customers

journalists

confirm

draft

flyer

goody-bags

harmony

brain

physical exercise

tension

breath

strength

meditation

relaxation

directions

catchy headline

contact details

font

testimonials

divide

subheadings

diagnosed

blogged

dairy

fined

lied

possessions

Australian government

attention seeker

yoga kit / yoga mat

mental relaxation

hundred thousand

wellness

Pay attention to numbers, dates, and time

Part B
- Write an announcement / a speech / a letter to the editor / a web page
knitting

sewing

brand

ambassador

annual salary

competitor

entrance fee

advertising

environmentally friendly early-bird

craft

exhibitors

admitted

special arrangement

judging

entrants

enquiries

trade and press

general public

overseas

Instagram

brand ambassador

annual salary

exhibitions

food stalls

more variety

improvement

special arrangements

judging

entrants

enquiries

breaks

equipment

contestants

hand sanitizer

early-bird

entrance fee

modellers

attached

entry list

expo

yarn supplier

environmentally friendly exhibitors

Paper 4 Speaking
Group Discussion (Preparation: 10 minutes; discussion: 8 minutes per group of four candidates; 6 minutes
per group of three candidates)
Reading texts
1

Discussion items will be provided on the exam day.

2

Discussion items will be provided on the exam day.

3

Discussion items will be provided on the exam day.

4

Discussion items will be provided on the exam day.

